Bienvenida

Spanish 3

Term 3

Basic: MEMORIZED!
welcome, date with year, time (update board)
Weather: MOSTLY MEMORIZED!
3 different weather comments with detail or extra description
One in past, one in present, one in future
Announcements: 2 different announcements with lots of specific details like day, date, time, place, cost, why go, etc. One real the other can be invented - but must still have detail. One needs to be in the past. Should be close to memorized - can use notes,
but don’t just read it
Presentation: Show and Tell: Bring an object that has some connection to Spanish language or culture. (from a Spanish-speaking
country or about the culture) Tell about it using lots of description and information. Describe its physical qualities, tell how you
got it, what it’s for, etc. Show and tell should be about 1½ - 2 minutes long.
Graded on:
(100 points)
Pronunciation (Watch the vowels and “h” and “d”)
Preparation (Plan ahead, be ready right at the beginning of class, come early if you need to, make sure the date on the board is
right, and write your vocab on the whiteboard.)
Memorization (Don’t look at the board or notes for basic and weather, and when you read - make sure you know what you’re
saying, and say it with some expression.)
Completeness (Use details, make sure you have all elements.)
Pay special attention to little words like “hay, ser/estar, hace, a las, el” Make sure you make adjectives agree and put words in the
right order
Extra points for creativity, good vocabulary words, extra information and memorized show and tell.
If you don’t bring your object -30 pts
PRACTICE saying things ahead of time - so you can speak fluidly and not stumble over unfamiliar words
Please plan ahead and get things ready early - I will be glad to help you before or after school - but not at the beginning of class
when you should be ready to go already.
DO NOT USE A COMPUTER TRANSLATOR
If you have a fluent speaker help you - please make sure you understand and know what you are saying.
If you are not prepared the day you sign up for – you may do it another day for ½ credit.
NO IMPROMPTU
BIENVENIDAS

